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ABSTRACT
Human connection is essential for our personal well-being and a
building block for a well-functioning society. There is a prominent
interest in the potential of technology for mediating social con-
nection, with a wealth of systems designed to foster the feeling
of connection between strangers, friends, and family. By survey-
ing this design landscape we present a transitional definition of
mediated genuine connection and nine design strategies embodied
within 50 design artifacts: affective self-disclosure, reflection on unity,
shared embodied experience, transcendent emotions, metaphors, in-
terpersonal distance, touch, provocation, and play. In addition to
drawing on design practice-based knowledge we also identify un-
derlying psychological theories that can inform these strategies.
We discuss design considerations pertaining to sensory modalities,
vulnerability–comfort trade-offs, consent, situatedness in context,
supporting diverse relationships, reciprocity, attention directed-
ness, pursuing generalized knowledge, and questions of ethics. We
hope to inspire and enrich designers’ understanding of the possi-
bilities of technology to better support a mediated genuine feeling
of connection.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Interaction design theory,
concepts and paradigms; Collaborative and social comput-
ing design and evaluation methods; HCI design and evaluation
methods.
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social connection, genuine connection, design strategies, review,
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1 INTRODUCTION
We all seek to belong [11, 98, 147]. Across every culture, we yearn
to bond with one another, to form and maintain meaningful rela-
tionships, and to relate with and be accepted into social groups.
Simple social encounters in our daily life and intimate relationships
are the strongest predictors of happiness among regular activities
and life satisfaction factors [39, 82]. Social connection is essential
for our health and longevity [67, 101], mental well-being [147], and
cognitive functioning [23]. Yet, technology designed to optimize
efficiency has led to fewer meaningful social interactions and often
seeks to eliminate even simple encounters with strangers in our
lives. Pervasive automation designed to make life “easier” continues
to remove human interactions from our daily routines: depositing
cheques, shopping, booking holidays, and ordering a taxi—all point
to a future where we will hardly ever need to talk to a stranger
other than an AI assistant [22].

The social interactions we do have are already typically techno-
logically mediated. Modern technology such as social media has
a complex effect on our sense of connection [129] and has offered
novel opportunities to connect across vast distances and form far-
reaching social networks. It allows us to stay connected with our
loved ones if we move away, or to discover unique communities
of people that we may have otherwise never met. While providing
new opportunities to connect, much of the technology we rely on
today has also exacerbated our tendency to become polarized into
groups of “us” vs. “them”, creating information bubbles and feeding
into our confirmation bias [164]. Smartphones trap our attention
with attention-grabbing notifications, infinite scrolling and con-
stant access to an endless source of novelty for a quick boost of
dopamine at the tip of our fingers, inhibiting our ability to enjoy
our co-present social interactions [42, 92].

In recent years, the response to the COVID-19 pandemic brought
technology’s pervasive role in our social interactions into the spot-
light. It has emphasized the ever-present benefits and limitations of
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using such technology for supporting meaningful connection. For
instance, videoconferencing platforms such as Zoom have replaced
many face-to-face interactions with face-to-screen interactions, al-
lowing us to continue our work and social activities, albeit in a
limited capacity. It sometimes afforded a fairly intimate interaction
as we suddenly gained a window into a colleague’s home, as if
we were invited to their house for a casual cup of coffee rather
than a professional meeting (for a similar argument see [25]). It
revealed the complex lives of those we work with, as we heard
children playing in the background and met beloved pets via the
screen. Despite this potential for intimacy, more often than not
Zoom leads to Zoom fatigue [182], a sense of depersonalization
[28], and effortful struggles to connect rather than supporting seam-
less interaction, ultimately depriving us of the genuine feeling of
social connection that we seek. While we can feel deeply connected
when interacting over Zoom, we often end up feeling detached and
easily distracted, suggesting that something is missing in what this
technology affords.

Communication platforms such as Zoom commonly used to
mediate our social interactions are typically designed to support
our communication by maximizing the quantity of information
exchanged. Guided by mathematical theories of communication,
such as Shannon’s information model, we have progressively in-
creased the bandwidth available to produce the clearest possible
picture or sound. However, this high bandwidth does not guarantee
an improvement in the quality of the human interaction, nor in
an understanding of the message contained therein, and percep-
tion of affective qualities that may not even be captured at the
source. Instead, setting intentional constraints around interaction
can in fact help guide users’ attention to specific aspects of their
social interaction with another person, which could better invite
the genuine feeling of emotional connection (e.g. [83]). However,
this mediated genuine feeling of connection, while intuitively
familiar to all of us in our everyday lives, is a tacit experience that
is difficult to describe in a rigid clear-cut definition. There is no
suitable definition in the literature that captures this concept in a
technologically-mediated context while remaining sufficiently open
to stimulate design explorations. Thus, we need to articulate our in-
tuitive understanding of it, albeit tentatively, based on design work,
in order to formulate guidelines and considerations to guide further
design explorations. Here we bootstrapped our understanding of
what a genuine connection might entailed by first starting with
our hunch about the scope of the mediated experiences that could
invite a genuine feeling of connection. This hunch was not drawn
from thin air but is the culmination of our extensive backgrounds as
designers creating systems with this specific aim [citations removed
for blind review] as well as our human experiences of connecting
with others. Based on our understanding, we then selected 50 arti-
facts and artworks that exemplify diverse techniques for mediating
genuine connection, allowing us to unpack what it is and how it is
supported. By analyzing these artifacts and the design intent be-
hind them, we can better understand mediated genuine connection,
and how it may be supported through specific designs, ultimately
refining our original intuitive definition towards a practical one
through the practice-based knowledge embedded in the design ar-
tifacts. But beyond design intent, we also looked to understand,
from a theoretical perspective, why and how these designs might

work. All in all, this lead to a grounded understanding of some of
the factors and design possibilities involved.

This design-based understanding of the phenomenon of genuine
connection in a technology-mediated context is needed because
technology already pervasively mediates many of our social in-
teractions. As Donna Haraway famously declared in her Cyborg
manifesto: each one of us is a cyborg, "a cybernetic organism, a
hybrid of machine and organism, a creature of social reality as well
as a creature of fiction." [64, p.117] As such, the technology that is
ingrained in many of our activities defines our experiences and
who we are. For example, as Zoom interactions have recently be-
come the norm for many who work an office job, it shifts what
connecting with others means. New terms, such as "zoom-fatigue"
and feeling "zoomed-out" have entered our vocabulary because of
the common familiarity of this ubiquitous new phenomenon. As
cyborgs, we create technology, which in turn shapes ourselves and
our society, defining what it means to connect with others. We
should therefore strive to understand how technology shapes our
experiences, and how we can design systems that elicit the qualities
of our experience that we value and want to define our experiences
through.

To transform our technology’s dominance over our relationships
and identify future opportunities, we need to reflect on which de-
sign elements of mediated systems best support the favourable
qualities of experience that can foster a genuine connection. To
understand how a genuine feeling of connection can be supported
we conducted a bottom-up analysis of 50 existing mediated sys-
tems and artistic installations designed to support or stimulate the
feeling of connection or an aspect of it. We selected these 50 sys-
tems based on their described motivation to support an experience
of connection. We also looked for systems that offer unique and
inspirational design elements that are not already part of the main-
stream tools that we use daily. In this light, we leave such popular
communication tools such as Zoom, emails, etc. out of our analysis
as they present a status quo that we feel fails to sufficiently support
mediated genuine connection. Instead, we focus on those systems
which explicitly propose alternatives that prioritize affective inter-
human experiences over technical communication. Of course, any
telecommunication tool can support affective experiences, but it is
not its main design focus. Through our analysis of these systems,
we extracted nine strategies that designers can employ to better
support a genuine feeling of connection. Together these frame a
design space that informs the design of technology that can mediate
our social interactions eliciting qualities of intimacy, connection,
and closeness.

Through this process, we aim to explore the followingResearch
Questions:

• What are the common strategies identified in designs of
systems designed to support a genuine feeling of connection?

• What are the key experiential qualities that are elicited by
the design elements of such systems? And how do they form
a definition of a mediated genuine connection?

• Which psychological theories can inform the understanding
of the mechanisms underlying these strategies?
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1.1 Searching for the Definition of Mediated
Genuine Connection Through a
Hermeneutic Circle

In order to present an analysis of existing systems that elicit such
an experience, we first must define the scope of what constitutes
an experience of amediated genuine feeling of connection. In
a search for this definition, we could take one of the following
three approaches: (1) a prescriptive intensional definition based on
existing literature in social sciences, (2) an intuitive definition from
our everyday understanding of the concept, or (3) a descriptive
extensional definition based on an accumulation of representative
examples with some family resemblance [187].

The first intensional approach is to provide a definition via a
thorough and reductive structure of all the types and parameters
constituting the variations of a given construct (e.g. Lombard and
Jones’ definition of "presence" [109]). We could look to how social
connection is defined in the fundamental studies in psychology,
often rooted in motivation theories (e.g. [4, 11, 17, 98, 99, 151]). De-
spite this being perhaps the most widely used approach in academic
writing, it comes with a limitation of the definition being structured
around operationalizing a linguistic term within a specific research
context. The need for operationalization restricts the definition
to a measurable slice of an often much larger and more complex
phenomenon. This way, many definitions of social connection in
social science literature focus on quantities and specific short-listed
qualities of social interactions, chosen for their measurability in
psychometric questionnaires. These definitions are often most ap-
plicable to one’s overall sense of connection, or sense of connection
to a particular individual, rather than the qualities of specific me-
diated interactions, which is of particular interest in design. For
mediated interactions, while there is considerable research on the
construct of social presence [15, 131], there is not a widely accepted
definition for a mediated genuine feeling of connection that might be
facilitated by such social presence. Thus, we did not find that the
social science literature was able to offer a useful definition for the
phenomenon we are interested in exploring in a design context. For
our goal of unpacking the diverse design opportunities to mediate
the feeling of genuine connection among our cyborg-selves, we
require a more open and transitional definition, which can evolve
as new technology and experiences enter our lives.

We then took the intuitive approach, defining the experience
itself in terms of its everyday form and use of the term "connection",
and how we typically understand it in our own daily experiences
(e.g. how Taylor [174] defines "[machine] intelligence"). This pro-
vides us with the initial hunch of what constitutes the phenomenon
we are after. Using this interim intuitive understanding of genuine
social connection, we then identified the corpus of systems that
have a variant potential of inviting such experiences. This corpus
provides the basis for an extensional definition from the accumula-
tion of the (proto)typical and atypical design exemplars (e.g. how
Redström [145] discusses how all the chairs together define what a
"chair" and "sitting" are). Opting for these two approaches allows
us to arrive at a malleable and transitional definition, that can
evolve with our cyborg experiences as new forms of designs begin
to mediate our interaction giving rise to new forms of mediated
genuine connection. We believe that such a transitional definition

Figure 1: Searching for an extensional definition of medi-
ated genuine connection through a Hermeneutic Circle.

is of most use for designers, as it avoids establishing rigid borders
of what may constitute mediated genuine connection, allowing to
extend the definition as new technology and designs come into use.

By its transitional nature, this presents a circular definition that
evolves over time through our lived experiences. This approach is
akin to how children learn to recognize categories of objects (e.g.
what a dog is), not through a textbook definition of rigid criteria,
but through experiences of coming across dogs and non-dogs and
updating their definition of the category with each new instance
that enriches their understanding. Similarly, here we start with
our initial hunch of what constitutes a feeling of mediated genuine
connection that originated in our prior lived experiences. Then we
use this intuitive definition to select a corpus of design artifacts
that can be, in Redström’s terms, prototypical of mediated genuine
connection. Through analyzing, these prototypical examples, we
can update our definition to one that more precisely reflects the
current design space but is nonetheless open to its future evolution
(see an illustration of our process in Figure 1).

1.1.1 The initial hunch. We begin with our hunch that genuine
human connection is a beautiful and inherently positive experience
at the core of our existence and fundamental to our needs. Everyone
intuitively understands what it means to feel a genuine connection
with another person, yet, pinning down a specific definition of
the term proves elusive. Perhaps not only because it is a tacit, felt
experience, but also because elements of this genuine connection
indeed vary between individuals and contexts. The genuine feeling
of connection can consist of a mixture of experiential qualities that
make us feel that we are not alone, that we are together, or close
to someone, or that we are one with others or everything, that
we care for and understand the other in a reciprocal relationship.
However, the feeling of a genuine connection can be experienced
very differently depending on the context, much like a feeling of
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happiness can be experienced and expressed differently depend-
ing on whether we have received a picture of a newborn nephew,
read a thankful email from a grateful student, or won an Olympics’
medal in wrestling. Yet, despite the drastic differences in the con-
text and expression, ranging from a quiet warmth and fuzziness to
overwhelming excitement, we can recognize in all of these experi-
ences what a genuine feeling of happiness is (for a discussion of
the diversity of expressions and constructionist theory of emotion
see [7–9]). Likewise, the experience of connection can take many
shapes and forms and combine different experiential qualities, yet,
among these experiences, we all intuitively know what it feels like
to experience genuine connection.

For the purpose of our analysis, we consider experiences of con-
nection as mediated through technology. To articulate our initial
hunch of the scope of the experiences that we are interested in, we
have reflected on our experiences and what we mean when we feel
mediated genuine connection. Here, we see connection as a felt
experience emerging in interaction, rather than an objective quality
of information exchange between users, or a number of ’friends’ on
social media. As such, genuine connection has an affective dimen-
sion, which is experienced within our bodies. It is also meaningful,
involving some personally relevant, often shared, meaning, beyond
detached superficial and inconsequential technical connections.

1.1.2 The dimensions of connection. When defining genuine con-
nection, we need to consider the context (where and towardswhom
it is experienced), and the experiential qualities of such experi-
ence that could be supported through design. For the purpose of our
analysis, we will focus on three types of connection: connection to
a person, connection with a community, or connection with human-
ity at large. Connection with another person may have a quality of
intimacy and closeness, while connecting with a community may
feel like belonging, camaraderie, togetherness, feeling of self as a part
of a larger group. Connection with humanity may be experienced
as global interconnectedness when the notion of self dissolves and
is replaced by a feeling of oneness. Supporting connection with
another person may involve connection with someone the user al-
ready has a relationship with, with a stranger, or with an abstracted
specific other, such as a protagonist of a story. The interaction
could be unidirectional, or bi-directional, and either synchronous
or asynchronous. Naturally, these different types of connection
imply different contexts of use that require different approaches to
interaction design, however they are also all interrelated.

Connection could also refer to a singular experience or to an
overall relationship which is tightly coupled as the sense of connec-
tion in a relationship emerges from the accumulation of experiences
of connection and in return also produces such experiences of con-
nection. Because of the temporary nature of their use, mediated
systems typically aim to directly support momentary experiences
of connection. They often do this, however, with an overarching
goal of either supporting existing relationships or fostering oppor-
tunities for forming new ones.

Another frequently discussed phenomenon that designers may
aim to support in their systems is empathy and compassion. Empa-
thy is a relevant concept to connection as it emerges only towards
people we feel connected to [153], and it equally facilitates affili-
ation, social cohesion, and communication and predicts prosocial

behaviour [34]. While empathy, compassion and connection are all
complex and multifaceted concepts, for the purpose of this manu-
script we will treat empathy and compassion as one of the many
forms of connection, as it is applicable to designed systems, and is
frequently proposed as the design goal [137].

1.1.3 Hermeneutic circle. As stated above, the definition of the
feeling of what can evoke a genuine connection cannot be derived
solely from top-down abstract reasoning and the social and moti-
vational psychology literature that has explored this phenomenon
for decades. It also requires investigating the designs and artworks
that were created to elicit, foster, stimulate or support the feeling
of connection from the bottom up. As discussed by Redström [145],
the knowledge that emerges in design practice is contained in the
design artifacts themselves and their use in our life. These artifacts
then become the exemplars of the theory that they comprise, and
together form the definition of a construct. As such, reviewing the
domain of systems that were purposefully designed to elicit connec-
tion allows us to arrive at and update the definition of the mediated
genuine feeling of connection, as it is embodied in these systems.
This process forms a hermeneutic circle where the individual parts,
i.e. prototypical examples, are in a continuous interaction with
the meaning of the larger whole, i.e. the definition of a mediated
genuine connection, in an ongoing process of reinterpretation.

2 RELATEDWORK
In the Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) research and design com-
munity there are a plethora of systems designed to support social
interaction and connection. Several reviews [48, 66, 104, 112, 132]
have identified such systems and analyzed the common strate-
gies employed in their design. The largest areas of HCI exploring
approaches for supporting connection are: technology for long
distance relationships (romantic and familial), and technology for
cooperative work.

Olsson et al. [132] presents a review of 92 systems designed to
facilitate collocated social interactions. The goals of the systems
covered are to incentivize initial interactions or to improve existing
interactions, usually in the context of a workplace. The main focus
of the systems discussed is the quantity and quality of interaction
rather than the feeling of connection emerging from it. Several
systems aim to support the sense of community by facilitating the
co-awareness of coworkers or other groups. The design approaches
are categorized as: shared digital workspace, disclosing information
about others, introducing constraints, matchmaking, open space for
shared activity, self-expression, and topic suggestions. The evalua-
tion of the reviewed systems predominately included assessment
of usability and task completion, making it hard to assess if the
systems supported the experience of connection. While several of
the identified strategies are of relevance to our discussion, Olsson
et al. are focused on designs aiming to augment workspace interac-
tion, and as such the quality of intimacy and closeness is often not
supported or analyzed in the reviewed systems, thus only covering
some aspects of genuine connection.

Another review is presented by Lux et al. [112] who analyzed 76
bio-feedback systems including 20 multi-user systems. They found
that multi-user biofeedback systems were typically designed to sup-
port social interaction by providing information about the internal
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state of the other user to amplify social cues and support under-
standing and connection. Lux et al.’s analysis focused on providing
an integrative framework identifying components of a design using
a system-based approach, and thus did not provide an evaluation
of strategies for supporting connection or discussion of qualities
of supported experience. However, their identified implications for
design are relevant to our discussion including the challenge of
interpretation of biodata by users and the consideration for privacy.

Further exploring biofeedback, a recent review presents a land-
scape of biofeedback sharing systems augmenting interpersonal
communication [48]. Feijt et al. [48] present a systematic review of
57 prototypes identified in the literature, analyzing them through
the lens of communication andmedia theory. However, even though
Feijt et al followed a systematic review procedure, they did not in-
clude several of the systems discussed in Lux et al. [112] and Prpa
et al. [140] reviews that also include multi-user biofeedback sharing
systems, and thus should have fallen within the scope of Feijt’s et al.
analysis. This suggests that there is a lack of consistent terminology
in the field, making comprehensive systematic reviews challenging.
Nonetheless, Feijt et al. provide a thorough and valuable discussion
identifying communication characteristics and typical user expe-
riences with the systems that share biodata between users. They
identify its value for supporting connection, as well as challenges
with the user’s sense of privacy and ambiguity of data. Feijt et al.
analyze the system set-ups based on communication dimensions
(e.g. synchronicity, co-presence, reciprocity, autonomy, etc.), and
present design recommendations based on these parameters, but
do not discuss design strategies. In our analysis, we are taking a
broader look at the many diverse approaches for supporting con-
nection while focusing on experiential qualities and the design
decisions that elicit them. Yet, analysis of communication dimen-
sions could also be applied to the systems discussed in the current
paper in future work.

Hassenzahl et al. [66] and Li et al. [104] performed a review of
systems for supporting connection in long-distance relationships,
analyzing 143 and 52 systems respectively. The strategies identified
include awareness, expressivity, physicalness, gift-giving, joint action,
and sharing memories. Li et al. added strategies of unobtrusiveness,
playfulness, and joyfulness, personalization, coincidence, reassurance,
effortlessness, and effortful investment. These reviews focus on a
very specific type of connection with non-collocated partners in
a very close relationship. Thus, some of the identified strategies
likely will not transfer to other types of connection or may have
a different effect in a different context. Nonetheless, there is an
overlap between strategies identified by Hassenzahl et al. and Li et
al. and in our analysis.

Among the above review papers, only Hassenzahl et al. (2012)
[66] and Feijt et al. [48] to some degree engaged with psychological
theory to inform the discussion of the strategies identified, as they
take a system focused approach. According to Redström (2017), a
stronger use of theory could allow us to engage with the poetics
and the politics of the theoretical foundations of design practice,
and to enable the research-through-design to inform theory. Design
as a practice itself, and the artifacts that emerge from it may pro-
vide invaluable practice-based insights which could help to evolve
psychological theory. As the use of designed systems defines our

cyborg selves, understanding these systems is an important contri-
bution necessary to understanding how we connect with others.

3 METHOD
3.1 Researcher Reflexivity
Researcher reflexivity or positionality is a key tenet of qualitative
research [30, 78], as our background, identity and beliefs inevitably
shape how we conduct research, formulate research questions, and
interpret our data. To support the transparency of our research pro-
cess and the biases and perspectives that come from our background,
we present our positionality here to help the reader understand
how our corpus and analysis were informed by our prior work and
expertise.

• The first author, Ekaterina R. Stepanova, is an HCI researcher
with a background in cognitive science and psychology.
Her research focus spans Virtual Reality, breath-responsive
systems, somaesthetics, and transformative experience de-
sign. She grounds her work in embodied cognition and phe-
nomenology to design interactive systems that foster a feel-
ing of genuine connection.

• The second author, John Desnoyers-Stewart, is a media artist,
designer, and researcher, with a background in engineering,
product design, and interactive art. His artistic and research
practices focus on critically exploring emergent technology
to stimulate creative expression, facilitate embodied interac-
tion, and encourage social exchange.

• The third author, Kristina Höök, is a designer and a re-
searcher in the field of affective interaction, somaesthetic de-
sign, internet of things, ethics of design and feminist theory.
Her work focuses on soma-design and qualitative methods.

• The fourth author, Bernhard E. Riecke, is a VR researcher,
psycho-physicist, and educator using transformative expe-
rience design frameworks, immersive technology and bio-
responsive systems to create and investigate experiences that
support well-being, connection, and sense of responsibility
for nature.

Collectively, the authors have worked on several projects and
art installations that aim to foster the feeling of genuine connec-
tion between users through breathing synchronization [166, 190],
transcending social norms and encouraging interpersonal touch
[36, 38], and simulating awe-inspiring phenomena [143, 167]. As
such, when we began this review, we were already familiar with
over 25 relevant design artifacts and artworks that we have accumu-
lated through years of familiarity with this research topic. We then
expanded the corpus by performing a literature search as outlined
below. The corpus was primarily composed by the first author, with
the second author augmenting the corpus with additional relevant
examples.

3.2 Corpus
We started by identifying 50 systems designed to foster a genuine
feeling of connection in various ways across diverse contexts. We
are interested in systems, prototypes, and artworks that mediate
our interaction through a purposefully designed technology, both
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digital and material. We compiled the corpus of papers describ-
ing the design artifacts through a snowballing approach [188] by
searching ACM Database and Google Scholar using keywords re-
lated to the experience of connection, such as connection, belonging,
interconnectedness, closeness, and intimacy. The keyword terms were
expanded based on the papers we found. For example, when touch
was identified as a prominent strategy, we searched the databases
for systems designed for touch, and included the ones that aimed
to support social connection. We also searched for other related
papers by looking at the cited work within the paper and using
the “Related articles” function on Google Scholar, and in the ACM
database. Finally, we added systems that we were aware of, but
which did not come up in the search, for example, because they
were artistic works. All paper were in English language, with 22
works from North America, 22 from Europe, 4 from Australia, 2
from Asia. The corpus reflects the tacit criteria based on our intu-
itive grasp of the phenomena of genuine connection as a felt, tacit
and affective experience situated in our bodies.

Our search was not exhaustive, as we aimed to capture a breadth
of strategies that could inspire other designers, rather than to pro-
vide a comprehensive overview of a narrowly defined field. As such,
a systematic review would fail to capture the required breadth and
would likely have missed artworks and other pieces that may not
show up in academic search engines. Furthermore, the elusiveness
of the construct of genuine connection that we aimed to capture
in the prototypical examples in our corpus, did not offer us a set
of well-defined, yet reductive, keyword terms that could return
a coherent comprehensive corpus of all systems designed to sup-
port genuine connection. Instead of a systematic review, we used a
qualitative approach continuing the search until we reached sat-
uration in our analysis of strategies. Aligned with the criterion
of saturation, we did not include some examples if they did not
add any new information for analysis. As we did not set out to
perform a systematic review, the important criterion for the corpus
is not its completeness, but its cohesiveness and ability to extend
our understanding of the phenomenon of interest. Consequently,
the presented strategies do not claim to capture all the possible
approaches used in the design and HCI community to elicit the feel-
ing of connection, and other researchers can build on this work by
identifying other systems and deriving new strategies. This corpus
of systems is intended as a growing resource for the design commu-
nity, and it is published online, where we will be updating it as new
designs emerge. Indeed, we invite other designers to also contribute
to the compiled corpus by proposing systems to be added through
an online form on our website1. We also invite researchers to refer
to our growing corpus to select works for their own analysis.

3.3 Analysis
Here we analyze the 50 systems that have been added to the corpus
to date. After collecting the corpus, we read through and coded
the papers aiming to understand the design elements, the context
of use, the experiential qualities it aims to support, and its motiva-
tion. We have recorded these data in a concept matrix1, presenting
an overview of all systems. When available, we reviewed video
documentation of the designed systems to better understand the

1See project page: http://ispace.iat.sfu.ca/project/design-for-genuine-connection/

Potential to invite 
genuine connection

RthD

Figure 2: Conceptual illustration of the corpus and anal-
ysis process. Analysis is based on two sources of knowl-
edge: practice-based research through design (RthD) and
user studies.

design. Then we engaged in iterative sketching of concept maps
[33] and affinity diagrams [160] to group design elements, elicited
experiential qualities, and the type of connection supported. Design
elements were grouped into implementation mechanisms used to
support connection or specific experiential qualities. From these
groupings we inferred the nine overarching design strategies. Fi-
nally, we analyzed these strategies to identify the psychological
and cognitive science theories that can inform the psychological
mechanisms underlying these strategies. The analysis of theory
was primarily based on the actual design of the artifacts rather than
motivation discussed in publications describing the artifact.

3.4 Limitations of the Lack of Formal
Evaluations

It is critical to note that our analysis is limited by the lack of vali-
dated cases of participants’ experience of genuine connection. De-
spite the prolific interactive systems which aim to foster the feeling
of connection in HCI and artistic domains, formal evaluations of
such systems are sparse and usually take a form of a user study (also
identified in [104] and [62]), allowing for limited generalizations
of the results. Generalization is a challenge as each design, partici-
pants, context of use and evaluation methods are different, making
a fair comparison across multiple studies elusive and speculative.
Controlled studies that isolate a specific parameter, e.g. the modal-
ity of the biofeedback output [80] or the social context [81], can
provide a more rigorous comparison but are restricted by the needs
of experimental control. Consequently, systems studied experimen-
tally often fail to capture the complexity of the natural context of
use and because of the need to isolate a singular parameter may
use overly simplified designs distilled down to most basic outputs.
However, despite the lack of experimentally validated cases, there
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is rich knowledge available in this field coming from designers’
experience and reflection (e.g. [70, 130, 157]) supported by some
qualitative user studies (see Figure 2).

The challenge in conducting formal studies evaluating systems
designed to support connection comes not only from the complexity
of each context of use for a given system and the differences among
them, complicating generalizations across systems, but also because
of the complexities of the phenomenon of connection with a diverse
set of approaches used to measure different facets of it applicable
for different contexts (for a review of methods for evaluation of
connection, see our forthcoming manuscript [37]).

The limited evaluation of designed systems presents a limitation
for our current review, as our discussion of the strategies is largely
based on our own understanding of the designs and their intent
based on their description. Thus, we cannot know for certain if the
experience of genuine connection with its associated qualities was
actually elicited. What we can know is what the designed systems
are and what they do as described by their creators. As such, these
design artifacts, and papers describing them embody the tacit and
articulated knowledge of designers which emerged through their
practice, exploration and experimentation. Their own research and
design process that led up to the described design artifacts offers
invaluable practice-based knowledge that we aim to describe and
synthesize in our analysis. Additionally, papers that report in detail
participants’ experiences (e.g. [56, 73, 116, 123, 162]) were very
valuable in aiding our understanding of the nuances of participants’
experiences that were most informative for identifying challenges
emerging in designing for connection.

Additionally, a limitation of our analysis is that we have not
been able to personally use many of the examples presented here.
In many cases, the artifacts are presented in a very limited context
such as in a singular demonstration or exhibition if at all, making
personally sampling all of them infeasible. Given the tacit nature
of genuine connection, this limits our ability to analyze the de-
signs only based on their written description, images, and video.
Nonetheless, we have experienced several of the analyzed systems
at events and conferences and feel that we are able to provide useful
analyses based on the descriptions available to us. The in-depth
understanding that comes from such first-hand experiences could
further enrich our understanding of designing systems for mediated
genuine connection and may be a worthwhile pursuit for future
work.

In the following sections, we first present the nine strategies
identified in the systems, and then the general discussion of the
overarching design considerations that are applicable across the
strategies.

4 STRATEGIES FOR FOSTERING
CONNECTION

In our analysis, we identified nine strategies, through which a gen-
uine feeling of connection can be stimulated, elicited, or supported
by:

• Sharing How We Feel: [affective self-disclosure]
• Seeing That We Are All Alike: [reflection on unity]
• Mirroring the Other: [shared embodied experience]
• Dissolving the Self: [transcendent and social emotions]

• Being Tricked by Body and Language[embodied metaphors]
• Moving Closer Together: [interpersonal distance]
• Feeling the Other: [touch]
• Challenging Social Discomfort: [(dis)comfort and provoca-
tion]

• Creating and Playing Together: [play]

These strategies can be employed alone, as is often the case for
affective self-disclosure, but most often they naturally overlap and
support each other. For instance, the strategy of touch often involves
the reduction of interpersonal distance, as one needs to approach
the other in order to touch them. The strategy of provocation often
overlaps with play, as a playful interaction affords actions that can
push participants outside of their comfort zone, such as touching a
stranger. These interactions between the strategies are important to
consider as strangers need to overcome the distance they naturally
put between each other in order to touch, and play may alter the
tone of a provocation which was perhaps meant to be sombre.

We structure the discussion of each strategy into three subsec-
tions: Theory, Design, and Challenges. In theDesign subsection, we
present some selected illustrative examples of designs that employ
a given strategy. In the Theory subsection, we present theories
that were developed in the fields of psychology, cognitive science,
anthropology, and linguistics, which are relevant to understanding
such designs and how they may support the desired experiences.
Finally, in the Challenges subsection, we discuss some caveats
or considerations that may emerge when designing with a given
strategy. Our analysis was performed bottom-up starting with re-
viewing the designed systems, grouping them into strategies, and
then looking into the psychological theories that might inform
these strategies. However, here we reverse this order and start by
presenting the theory. This allows us to first provide the general
conceptual context and then continue to the particular examples,
letting to refer back to the theoretical context. A summary of the
strategies, relevant theories, design implementation mechanisms,
and qualities and types of connection supported by each strategy
are provided in Table 1. The table is not intended to present an
exhaustive list of qualities and types of connection supported by
these strategies, but rather the most typical ones.

4.1 Affective Self-Disclosure: Connecting
Through Sharing HowWe Feel

Theory. Self-disclosure is a well-studied approach for supporting
the feeling of intimacy and forming strong relationships [146, 178].
Emotional sharing, rather than factual, is an especially important
part of intimacy-supporting self-disclosure [97], which is also ef-
fective when realized through technology, e.g. via emoticons [80].
There are two components through which self-disclosure supports
bonding: (1) exposing trust and vulnerability by sharing some-
thing personal and feeling heard, and (2) learning something per-
sonal about the other person, allowing us to understand them more
intimately, and develop empathy. One-sided self-disclosure can
be useful, as demonstrated through self-disclosure with chatbots
[69]. However, a reciprocal process when both parties self-disclose
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Strategy Supporting Theory Implementation
Mechanism Experiential Qualities Type of Connection Examples

Affective
Self-Disclosure Self-Disclosure Biofeedback sharing,

Expressive messaging
Vulnerability, Reciprocity,

Interaffectivity,
Self-expression

Intimate. Long-distance
relationships

[50, 55, 106, 107, 116,
142, 170]

Reflection on
Unity Self-Other Overlap

Abstraction, Obscuring and
narrowing in on minimal

signals
Anonymity, Reflection Unity, Connection with

humanity
[38, 56, 73, 110, 136,

155]

Shared Embodied
Experience

Embodied Social Cognition,
Self-Other Overlap, Emotional

Cohesion, Synchrony

Encouraging Synchrony,
Supporting Somatic

Experience
Empathy, Interaffectivity,

Oneness, Intimacy
Any, including fictional

characters
[14, 40, 90, 123, 130,
152, 156, 166, 183,

190]

Transcendent
Emotions Self-transcendence

Nature and other, vastness
scenes, mediations,

psychedelic experiences
Reduced self-salience, need

for accommodation
Interconnectedness,
Connection with the

world
[38, 56, 122, 143, 152]

Embodied
Metaphors Conceptual Metaphor Theory

Using Physical Metaphors
(e.g. heat, softness), Visual

Connection

Warmth, Coziness,
Connectedness, etc.

Reflection
Any [20, 38, 57, 155, 159]

Interpersonal
Distance Proxemics Nudging reduced distance

through spatial design Closeness Distant relationships, (e.g.
colleagues)

[70, 121, 126, 133,
185]

Touch Proxemics, Self-Other Boundary
Blurring

Detecting touch as
interaction mechanism,
Sending touch through

tangibles

Intimacy, Care, Warmth,
Playfulness

Mediated touch for close
relationships, Touch as an
interaction for distant

relationships or strangers

[57, 70, 115, 121, 125,
155, 185]

Provocation Arousal misattribution, Sharing in
an experience Challenging social norms Vulnerability, Trust, Arousal New encounters with

strangers
[38, 70, 121, 126, 158,

185]

Play Social play, Modulation of social
norms, Flow

Creative exploration,
Cooperation games

Belonging, Creativity,
Playfulness, Shared

intentionality

Encounters with
strangers, distant
relationships

[70, 77, 115, 126, 150,
166, 190]

Table 1: Overview of design strategies supporting genuine connection with some examples

can better support intimacy by engaging both components of self-
disclosure (exposure and learning something personal about an-
other) [97, 100] and by providing genuine responses that produce a
positive feedback loop.

Design. Most biofeedback sharing systems can be considered
self-disclosure systems that provide others with insight into one’s
intimate internal physiological data. That data is often interpreted
as information about one’s affective state. Hearing others’ heartbeat
increases users’ ability to recognize the emotion shown in a picture
of a face and supports self-reported emotional convergence with
that emotion [186]. Sharing of breathing data in Breeze allows par-
ticipants to make judgments about the other’s emotional state, often
through attempting to mimic their breathing [50]. Other systems
facilitate this interpretive process by presenting emotional states
derived from the biodata and the alignment of the states between
the group members in an abstract display [142]. A tangible figure
in Tobe allows users to customize how their state is being displayed
by creating their own visualizations [55]. With the prominence of
smartwatches, there is a growing interest in designing biofeedback
sharing apps for on the wrist affective messages such as Animo
[106] and Significant Otter [107]. See some examples in Figure 3.

Challenges. The majority of studies with biofeedback commu-
nication report skepticism of the users about the accuracy of the
biodata [107, 119]. The modality through which the signal is com-
municated may have an important effect on how the signal is per-
ceived, where a visual numeric output [162] may result in reflective
processing in attempts to interpret the signal, while a tactile output,
such as a breeze felt on the skin [156] may support pre-reflexive
embodied perception. Additionally, how the signal is transmitted—
as a raw signal vs. inferred affective state—will lead to different

meaning-making processes and capacities for emotional contagion.
While biosignals are used to communicate emotions, emotions are
much more contextual and complex than the numbers that biosen-
sors acquire [71], and thus the use of de-contextualized heuristic
interpretations can be misleading. The raw signal provides an op-
portunity for richer interpretation by the user and allows for the
emergence of spontaneous synchronization of the biosignals even
without direct intention or facilitation of it, e.g. in Sun et al. [170].

The type of relationship which participants have also affects the
interpretation of the signal. Those in close relationships may not
see any need to augment their interaction if they are already in
the same space [162], as they can already feel the state of the other
without the need for technological mediation. Meanwhile, when
interacting with a stranger or an unknown other, the interpretation
becomes more ambiguous, and the users have to rely on their own
experience to make the interpretation, by either mimicking the
physiological state [50], or by observing their own response to it
[170].

4.2 Reflection on Unity: Connecting Through
Seeing That We Are All Alike

Theory. Self-other overlap and self-expansion theory is one of the
theories proposed to conceptualize the mechanism and motivation
for connection [5]. According to this theory, connection is realized
by incorporating others into the notion of self, and by extension
expanding the boundary of the in-group. Here, affiliation emerges
from seeing that the other is like us, and thus is part of our in-group.
This judgment of a self-other dichotomy can be based on a variety
of often superficial factors that present the quality of similarity.
They can range from skin colour and personal beliefs [18], to the
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Figure 3: Examples of systems illustrating the strategy of affective self-disclosure.
TOP-LEFT: Breeze uses a pendulum to detect breathing and shares it with others through an app ©2018 Frey et al. [50].
TOP-RIGHT: Tobe incorporates customizable toys that project visualizations of physiological signals ©2016 Gervais et
al. [55].
BOTTOM-LEFT: Significant Otter captures emotions as animations of otters that can be sent to a partner ©2021 Liu et al.
[107].
BOTTOM-RIGHT: In Lega messages expressed through movement are played back to another user through vibration
©2014 Mentis et al. [116].

colour of a t-shirt and preference for crackers over green beans in
infants [113], to even experimentally-induced false belief of group-
division based on impressionist art preference [171]. Notably, these
boundaries are flexible, as priming football fans to think about their
shared love for football instead of competition shifts the perception
of rival fans of an opposing team into the in-group of beloved
football enthusiasts, leading to increased helping behaviour [103].
This presents a potent strategy for interactive systems to alter the
self-other dichotomy by making the similarity between participants
salient, reminding them of their shared unity as human beings and
de-emphasizing superficial differences of race, gender, age, etc.

Design. This strategy relies on users reflecting on what unites
them with the other user or humanity at large. The experience of
the other in these systems often has a quality of anonymity, as
they are perceived as representatives of humanity at large rather
than individual people. This is achieved by obscuring the details of
one’s representation, leaving distilled elements that can signify our

unity. For example, this is achieved with capturing and replaying
biosignals, as in The Heart Sounds Bench [73] that plays an ana-
log recording of the heart beat of earlier passers-by who stopped
at the bench. This simple signal reminded participants of all the
other creatures on Earth with a beating heart and how we are all
united by the experience of being alive. In a similar vein, two VR
systems Body RemiXer [38] and Isness [56] use an abstract represen-
tation of participants’ bodies that become anonymous. This reminds
participants of their unity as humans despite apparent superficial
differences. See some examples in Figure 4.

Challenges. This strategy relies on de-emphasizing individual
differences, and thus the identity of participants, making the in-
teraction more anonymous and de-personalized. This goes against
the prominent recommendation for reducing prejudice through
individualizing others by considering them as individuals rather
than a member of the other group [153, 181]. By connecting with
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Figure 4: Examples of systems illustrating the strategy of reflection on unity.
TOP-LEFT:WeAre All Made of Light captures participants movement as shadows of light that linger in the display ©2019
Maja Petric [136].
TOP-RIGHT: In Having a Heart Time heartrate-derived emotional states visualized as abstract images. Individual repre-
sentations attract based on emotional cohesion ©2020 Qin et al. [142].
BOTTOM-LEFT: Heart Sounds Bench lets people feel each other’s heartbeat and records and replays heartbeats of past
visitors. [73]. ©2019 Kimiko Ryokai
BOTTOM-RIGHT: imPulse represents pulse as vibration between users ©200 Lotan & Croft [110]

an abstract other, we might be failing to connect to a particular indi-
vidual that is taking the place of the neutral other. Designers should
consider the possibility of including a process of individualization
following or preceding the abstraction to support the development
of a direct connection while overcoming superficial differences. For
example, designers could create a space at the end of the experi-
ence, where participants can meet in person and debrief about their
experience together.

4.3 Shared Embodied Experience: Connecting
Through Mirroring the Other

Theory. Having a shared experience with another person is a pow-
erful way to feel more connected to them. The embodied cognition
perspective on social cognition suggests that connection, intersub-
jectivity, and interaffectivity are achieved through an alignment of
bodily states [172]. Sharing an embodied experience with another

person can provide two pathways towards connection: through self-
other overlap and through emotional cohesion and empathy. When
our bodily states become observably aligned, the distinction be-
tween self and other becomes more blurred, as we seemingly see
our own movement or feeling in the others [96]. This can be ac-
complished through synchronizing our movement [173] or seeing
a tactile stimulation applied simultaneously to oneself and other
[135]. A rich body of literature on interpersonal synchronization
shows its benefits for supporting connection and other prosocial
outcomes (for reviews see [35, 114, 148]). Another aspect of a shared
embodied experience that can foster connection is emotional cohe-
sion. There is a tight coupling between our emotional states and
bodily states [32], and thus by aligning our bodily states we align
our emotional states that emerge from them, resulting in emotional
cohesion.

Design. Movement synchronization is a natural part of many
cultural activities involving rhythm, such as dancing [173] and
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Figure 5: Examples of systems illustrating the strategy of shared embodied experience.
TOP-LEFT: SOUL is an experience of a moment of bliss during a Japanese drum concert supported through vibration and
lights around the participant laying on the floor.©2020 Art installation by Claudia Núñez Pacheco. Photograph by Baki
Kocaballi. [130].
TOP-RIGHT: In The Machine to be Another two people wearing a VR headset with a camera swap their bodily perspec-
tives. By synchronizing their movement they feel as if they are in the body of the other person, MachineToBeAnother
CC-NC-SA [12].
BOTTOM-LEFT: JeL is an immersive installationwhere participants grow a coral by synchronizing their breathing ©2020
Stepanova & Desnoyers-Stewart [166].
BOTTOM-RIGHT: Breathtaking Journey is An immersive multisensory experience that takes a participant on the jour-
ney of a child refugee by recreating their embodied experience ©2016 Kors et al. [90].

collaborative sports, e.g. rowing [29], and as such, it is naturally
integrated in many mediated interactions that involve music or
coordination between participants. Some systems, however, design
interactions that are explicitly focused on synchronization, such
as Yamove!, a dancing game that requires players to engage in an
improvised synchronized dance performance competing with other
teams for the highest synchronization and amplitude of their shared
movements [77]. The Machine to Be Another [12] is designed explic-
itly to provide participants with the bodily perspective of another
person, by swapping their first-person perspective with the use
of head-mounted cameras and VR headsets. Here, by synchroniz-
ing their movement, participants develop an illusion of being in
another’s body, fostering empathy and compassion [14].

Physiological synchronization can support connection through
a much more intimate interaction than movement synchrony as it
also engages the strategy of biofeedback sharing. The exhale instal-
lation [156] is a beautiful example where spontaneous breathing
synchronization enabled a sense of intimacy. Here participants can
share their breathing with each other initiated through touch and
felt as a movement of air on the skin of their legs. Another example
of spontaneously emerging synchrony was observed by Sun and
Tomimatsu [170] who designed couches with pillows that inflate
with the breathing of the other person. Less intimate examples
include In the Same Boat [150] and emRoll [190] which use breath-
ing synchrony as a game mechanic for progressing through the
game requiring cooperation. A much simpler mechanic for directly
visualizing synchronization in terms of scores was implemented
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in SynKin [183] that included multiple physiological signals and
emotions inferred from facial expressions. An interesting example
of design for synchrony is neurosynchrony (synchronization of
EEG brainwaves), as implemented in several installations by Dikker
et al. [40]. While neurosynchrony is correlated with connection,
it doesn’t seem to support the intimate quality of interaction, un-
less supported through a different strategy (e.g. eye gaze in Magic
of Mutual Gaze). While a direct comparison of outcomes across
systems is not feasible, the challenge-based mechanic of gamified
synchronization and reliance on visual feedback instead of tactile
likely led to a less intimate sense of connection in these systems
than in exhale [156] and Sun and Tomimatsu’s couches [170].

Besides synchronization, a shared embodied experience can be
elicited by recreating a similar physical space for users and apply-
ing tactile sensory stimuli to encourage a similar affective state.
This approach is exemplified in narrated immersive multisensory
story-telling pieces: Breathtaking Journey and SOUL. Breathtaking
Journey [90] is a VR experience telling a story of a refugee child
hiding in a cargo truck. To embody the experience of the protago-
nist the designers used several strategies: participants sit in a box,
forcing them into the same physical position as the protagonist;
when oranges fall out of a box in the story an orange fragrance
is emitted; and finally, having to hold their breath to avoid be-
ing noticed like the protagonist did. Here, participants’ somatic
experience and breathing are being aligned with the protagonist
supporting empathy for the character. A less literal approach of
recreating the space for an embodied experience was realized in
SOUL [130]—an installation telling a story of a profound moment
of bliss experienced by a protagonist when attending a Japanese
Kodo drum performance. The installation utilized vibrators placed
under the participant and lights to mimic the concert hall with
felt vibrations from hearing the drumming. See some examples in
Figure 5.

Challenges. Emotions are much more complex than individual
mediated bodily signals (e.g. breathing or hear trate) used in most
physiological synchronization systems. Thus, while aligning bodily
states through synchronization in mediated systems could support
emotional cohesion, it is by no means guaranteed. An identical
heart rate can be experienced as very different emotional states
in different people, not only because of individual differences in
physiology but also because of other contextual factors [9]. People
have different ranges of comfortable breathing rates and while a
slow breathing rate of 6 breaths per minute could support relax-
ation in some participants, it could be unattainably slow for others,
causing anxiety. In explicit synchronization systems, when two
people are trying to synchronize it can create a chasing pattern
that is counter-productive to synchronization [166]. Having an ex-
plicit leader could support easier synchronization and guide the
user to a desired state, as was implemented for yogic practice in
ExoPranayama [123] and proposed for meditation in BioFlockVR
[163].

4.4 Transcendent and Social Emotions:
Connecting Through Dissolving the Self

Theory. Awe-inspiring, psychedelic, and meditation experiences
can lead to self-transcendent emotions associatedwith ego-dissolution

and a feeling of global interconnectedness [87, 189]. These experi-
ences commonly occur when we are in the presence of something
greater than ourselves resulting in an experience of vastness and
need for accommodation [85]. For example, when witnessing the
grandeur of nature, during a religious experience, or a mystical
experience, etc. [102]. While there is a great variety of contexts in
which transcendent emotion may occur, they are unified by the
diminishment of self-saliency as observed both experientially and
in reduced activity of the brain region responsible for self-concept
[44, 118]. In return, this deactivation leads to social connection [74].
Such experiences are associated with pro-social outcomes [60, 105].
Social transcendent emotions such as compassion, gratitude and
love can also lead to experiences of connection and facilitate social
functions [84].

Design. Since nature in general, especially vast scenery, can
elicit awe, mediated systems can use virtual nature to promote
connection mediated by awe. Experiencing nature digitally on a
screen has been demonstrated to increase the feeling of connection
to a larger community [179]. VR experiences designed to elicit a
sense of vastness throughmountain views and spaceflight promoted
connectedness [27, 52, 167]. Mediated systems can aim to elicit tran-
scendent emotions on their own or as a part of a social experience,
as was done in psychedelics-inspired experience Issness [56]. In this
experience, participants are guided through an overarching journey
aimed to support a psychedelic-like self-transcendent experience.
In VR, participants are represented by a light that they can emit
from their fingers and connect with the light emitted from other
participants, representing their interconnectedness in an abstract
but compelling way. See some examples in Figure 6.

There are many systems designed to support meditation [175],
which may foster an experience of connection in a single user. A
small number of systems offer a social experience of meditation di-
rectly facilitating connection among users. For instance, the Dišmo
meditation tower [122], when activated by a user, invites other
remote users to join in a collective breathing meditation. A VR
experience DYNECOM [152] offers a compassion meditation experi-
ence for a pair of users who try to synchronize their breathing and
brainwaves while directing compassionate thoughts towards the
other. Salminen et al. [152] observed increased brainwave synchro-
nization in their participants, as well as a self-reported empathy
when synchronization was displayed to participants.

Challenges.While awe and other self-transcendent emotions
are typically positive, they can also have a dark side, eliciting poten-
tially overwhelming fear and distress, especially if a person is un-
able to accommodate the witnessed vastness [58]. Ego-dissolution,
while giving the sense of interconnectedness, could also feel terri-
fying as an ego-death experience threatening an individual’s sense
of integrity [54]. While this is unlikely to be a concern with mild
experiences of awe, such as experiencing nature, in case of more
profound awe-inspiring scenarios the designers should take great
care for considering how to avoid the risk of eliciting fear. Experi-
ences of awe are characterized by the need for accommodation and,
particularly in the case of psychedelics, a high sensitivity to set and
setting. Thus, there is an especially heightened need for consider-
ation of the full experience, beginning with relevant priming and
providing space for reflection and accommodation at the end.
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Figure 6: Examples of systems illustrating the strategy of self-transcendent emotions.
TOP-LEFT: Isness is a psychedelics-inspired VR journey where participants are represented by light, Glowacki et al. [56],
Creative Commons BY-SA 4.0 .
TOP-RIGHT: InDišimo users can touch a tangible tower to invite others to practice breathingmeditation guided through
the lights inside the towers ©2018 Mladenovic et al. [122].
BOTTOM-LEFT: Body RemiXer [online] is a telepresent experience that invites distant strangers to connect their virtual
auras together and move in synchrony with one another ©2020 John Desnoyers-Stewart [47].
BOTTOM-RIGHT: AWE is a virtual journey inspired by the Overview effect, an awe-inspiring self-transcendent experi-
ence ©2018 Quesnel et al. [143].

4.5 Embodied Metaphors: Connecting Through
Being Tricked by Body and Language

Theory. Our brain shares the networks involved in embodied and
social processing and language [24, 53], which may explain the
prominence of bodily metaphors for describing social relations
across many languages [91]. Indeed, our somatosensory cortex acti-
vates when processing statements containing embodied metaphors
[93]. In cognitive linguistics, Conceptual Metaphor Theory pro-
posed by Lakoff and Johnson [94] describes the intermodal embod-
ied origin of metaphors allowing the processing of abstract concepts
in concrete bodily relevant terms. This interconnectedness of con-
ceptual domains creates a bidirectional relationship between our
bodily experiences and language. We describe our intentions as
warm, feelings as fuzzy, and perception of others as soft and caring.
These linguistic metaphors can have powerful measurable effects,

such that our embodied experience affects our social perceptions.
We perceive others to have a warmer personality, be more trust-
worthy and have a higher sense of closeness when we meet them
in a warmer room or holding a cup of a warm beverage [184]. In
a study relating to such embodied metaphors, participants took
candidates to be more serious when their resume was attached to a
heavier clipboard, and predicted others to be flaky in a cooperation
game if they were sitting in a soft chair when making this judgment.
Meanwhile, sitting in a stiffer chair correlated with others being
perceived as more stable and unemotional [1]. This connection
between bodily sensations and social perception applies to intero-
ception as well: patients with chronic pain perceive themselves as
being a pain for people they interact with [95]. These embodied
metaphors are important for our judgment and behaviour. Damasio
[32] introduced the somatic marker hypothesis explaining how our
reasoning is guided by affective states experienced in our body
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without our conscious awareness of the source of these somatic
markers, thus presenting a wealth of opportunities for misattribu-
tion of these signals that could be leveraged in design. Engaging
bodily experiences that are linked in our mind with close and in-
timate relationships, such as warmth and soft coziness, can affect
how we perceive others and our relationship with them.

Design.The use ofmetaphors can recruit embodied pre-reflexive
or reflexive mechanisms. Our bodily experiences affect our percep-
tion below the conscious level, and thus we can misattribute the
source of our experience of physical warmth to social warmth, or
experience of arousal (e.g. raised heart rate) to excitement and lik-
ing of the other. Other metaphors may rely on reflection on the
meaning of a metaphor which then affects the embodied experience,
e.g. the connection between people as in “tying the knot”. Many
artists and designers intuitively use metaphors when designing
systems for connection. Warmth is possibly one of the most salient
metaphorical signals, and has been explored in HCI for affective
technology design, e.g. mediating the perception of the valence
of a message [43] and supporting the feeling of connection [76].
Empathy Amulet [20] transmits a message of warmth to a random
person in the network that they receive as gentle warming of the
amulet on their neck. The pillows in move.me [159] are designed to
provide the metaphor of softness, caring, cushiness and intimacy.
While participants don’t directly use the pillows to send intimate
messages to each other, the overall space of the installation presents
an ambient message of comfort and intimacy. The visual metaphors
of connection showing visually how participants are connected are
also used in Body RemiXer [38] and We Are All Made of Light by
Maja Petric. While in Body RemiXer participants connect directly
with other immersants present in the immediate interaction, Pet-
ric’s installation allows participants to see and reflect on the global
interconnectedness of humans across the time span as visitors are
observing overlaying moving shadows of previous visitors who
have left traces in the gallery. See some examples in Figure 7.

Challenges.While there is considerable overlap in metaphors,
e.g. warmness of a relationship, across cultures, interpretations
of metaphors are inevitably culture and background specific. For
example, people with spiritual practices may be more likely to see
a visual connection of light emitting between participants as a rep-
resentation of the exchange of energy binding two souls together
than non-spiritual participants. Indeed, the impressively success-
ful results in Isness reported by Glowaski et al. [56] were likely
enhanced by participants being recruited from a psychedelics con-
ference. Tactile metaphors are also contextual, as heat applied to
palms or the chest can feel like holding hands or hugging, while on
the back of the neck it may feel threatening as a breath of someone
who has snuck up on you [20].

4.6 Interpersonal Distance: Connecting
Through Moving Closer Together

Theory. Proxemics is the study of the relationship between physical
interpersonal distance and corresponding level of social closeness
identifying four zones: intimate, personal, social, and public [63].
Accordingly, physical distance is correlated with social closeness
and thus moving into a personal or intimate zone implies a pro-
portional level of closeness. Hall observed how the physical radius

of these zones is culture-specific and context-dependent, opening
an opportunity for manipulation of these boundaries. Allowing
someone into a personal or intimate space signals inclusion and
closeness, thus potentially facilitating interpersonal warmth and
positive attitudes [2]. However, forcing two people closer together
than they are comfortable with can cause them to compensate by
making themselves more distant in other ways to restore equilib-
rium in their perceived level of intimacy [3].

Design.While proxemics is widely applied in HCI research, it
is predominately used to analyze the interaction between users
and devices or the design of co-located collaborative technology
[61], and less attention have been given to its potential to increase
social connection. One example is Mueller et al.’s [126] discussion of
proxemics applied to create playful, provocative interactions. They
discuss the Musical Embrace game that requires players to squeeze
the corners of a pillow between themselves hugging over it to move
through a game with the aim of collecting tokens. This creates
an awkward and abnormally intimate physical closeness that is
enabled by a playful setting of a game. A more gentle example is
Lokahi [133]—a heartbeat sharing pillow that requires two people
to slip their hands into the pockets of a single pillow inviting, but
not requiring them to simultaneously embrace each other. Artist
Jeppe Hein sought to bring people closer together by creating a
U-shaped Modified Social Bench 3 sitting on which people would
literally gravitate towards each other [121]. As proxemics have
been shown to equally apply in VR [108], this opens some potential
for VR mediated interactions to manipulate the distances between
users to bring them virtually closer together. See some examples in
Figure 8.

Challenges. This strategy is closely related to strategies for
physical interpersonal touch and therefore must address the same
challenge of supporting the appropriate level of trust and intimacy
discussed below. As described in proxemics, the distance between
pairs is culture-specific and relationship-dependent, thus design-
ing with a preset distance in mind likely won’t generalize across
participants. Ideally, a system should have the potential to adapt
to each pair of participants, beginning by assessing their baseline
comfortable distance and gently nudging them closer together.

4.7 Touch: Connecting Through Feeling the
Other

Theory. Social touch can support the development and strength-
ening of social bonds [49]. Interpersonal touch is highly expressive
and varies widely in its meaning depending on the quality of touch,
location, social relationship, and context [2]. Affective touch is
a powerful tool for creating interpersonal warmth and intimacy.
Its effect is related to proxemics, as touching requires entering
each other’s intimate personal space [2]. Touch also heightens the
metaphor of warmth, as when touched, we experience both physical
and psychological warmth simultaneously. Also, when touching an-
other person, we can feel them in a direct literal and figurative way,
providing us with a tacit way of knowing their state and their char-
acter. The feeling of a handshake of a new acquaintance can provide
us with an intuitive sense of who they are as a person—whether
they are firm, confident, tense, reliable, or gentle and caring. When
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Figure 7: Examples of systems illustrating the strategy of embodied metaphors.
TOP-LEFT:move.me uses interactive pillows to sense and respond to the quality of touch creating the atmosphere of an
intimate cozy space, such as when having a “pillow talk” ©2007 Schiphorst et al. [159].
TOP-RIGHT: When touched on both ends, the Empathy Amulet both ends sends a gentle signal of warmth to another
user in the network that they feel on their chest ©2018 Sophia Brueckner [20].
BOTTOM-LEFT: Thermal Wear uses a chest-worn thermal display to convey emotion in communication ©2020 El Ali et
al. [43].
BOTTOM-RIGHT: Body RemiXer is an immersive installation that invites participants to connect their virtual auras by
physically joining their hands together ©2019 John Desnoyers-Stewart [38].

our bodies are joined in interpersonal touch, the boundary between
self and other becomes blurred [144].

Design. Given the prolific role of touch in affective commu-
nication and intimacy, unsurprisingly HCI community has been
fascinated by the potential to mediate social touch and create sys-
tems that allow users to hug and hold hands over distance. Haans
& IJsselstejn [62] reviewed several mediated systems designed for
touch over distance developed prior to 2006 and identified the need
for the development of a common symbolic meaning of such hap-
tic symbols. Such systems typically translate touch at a distance
through a tangible device for the receiving user to feel touched
through either vibration as in Flex-N-Feel [161], squeezing pres-
sure as in YourGlove [57] or Hug Over Distance [127], or heat as in
HotMits [57]. Haans and IJsselstejn [62] stressed that because the
sensation of mediated touch is so substantially different from real

interpersonal touch, it is critical not to assume social touch solely
from a mediated physical interaction.

Instead of transmitting touch, some other systems create space
where physical interpersonal touch is invited. Touchomatic [115]
is a cooperative arcade game where two participants control an
aircraft by modulating the strength of touch between them. A beau-
tiful example that centers around touch is Mediated Body [70],
where touch between strangers is augmented with a sound pro-
duced through skin-to-skin contact like a human theremin. Unlike
mediated touch over-distance, Mediated Body normalizes and en-
hances an intimate interpersonal tactile exploration. The system
was worn by a performer at the Burning Man festival, making such
tactile exploration more socially accessible resulting in playfully
intimate encounters between strangers. It was also performed on
the Berlin subway, demonstrating that such strange connections
could even be facilitated in more formally distant settings. Draw
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Figure 8: Examples of systems illustrating the strategy of interpersonal distance.
TOP-LEFT:Modified Social Bench #03 by Jeppe Hein is a bench is shaped in a such a way that people sitting on it slide or
“gravitate” towards each other. Courtesy KÖNIG GALERIE, Berlin, 303 GALLERY, New York, and Galleri NicolaiWallner,
Copenhagen Photo by T. Kaare Smith [68].
TOP-RIGHT: Recoil is a garment that contains strong magnets that pull the wearer towards metal objects that other
people may carry with them ©2002 Katherine Moriwaki (http://www.kakirine.com) [124].
BOTTOM-LEFT: Lokhani uses a heartbeat measuring pillow shaped to invite user to hug or move closer to slide each of
their hands into pockets containing a heartbeat sensor ©2020 Özcan & Sperati [133].
BOTTOM-RIGHT: In whispers participants wear garments through which they can “snap” together to start sharing and
projecting their biodata ©2004 Schiphorst & Andersen [158].

Me Closer is a VR performance that also employs personal touch,
with an actress performing as a mother to the immersant in a VR
drama. She hugs and tucks the immersant in as she tells them of
her terminal-cancer diagnosis. Whisper combines several strate-
gies including interpersonal touch by inviting participants to snap
their garments together to share biodata, requiring participants to
get intimately close with each other in a playful movement based
interaction [158]. See some examples in Figure 9.

Challenges. As discussed, touch is a very nuanced mode of
expression, suggesting a rich design space of mediated touch, how-
ever the capacity of current systems to communicate this richness
and nuance is limited. Most systems only afford the recognition
of a single binary input and output limiting expression (e.g. Hug
Over Distance). Schiphorst et al. [159] applied Laban Movement
classification to develop soft pillows in move.me inviting tactile

and kinesthetic interaction which recognizes a substantial vocabu-
lary of touch qualities. However, we identified few remote systems
[138] that supported or explored a richness of tactile expression
comparable to actual touch. Telepresent touch is limited by a small
number of actuator parameters (e.g. frequency, amplitude and du-
ration of a vibration) and rarely comes anywhere near reproducing
the complexity of actual interpersonal touch. Examples from soma
design focused on fostering attention to one’s somaesthetic expe-
rience such as the Soma Mat [169] can serve as an inspiration for
tactile channels which can better support the development of richer
interpersonal touch systems.

Interpersonal touch also elicits the quality of vulnerability, as
when making ourselves available for other’s touch we are exposing
ourselves for the potential intrusion and harm. As de la Bellacasa
[141] explains “trust might be the unavoidable condition that allows
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Figure 9: Examples of systems illustrating the strategy of touch.
TOP-LEFT: In [i miss your touch] participants are randomly paired in a video chat where they can virtually “touch” each
other as their images are overlaid as if being in one room [155].©2020 Image byPluginHUMAN (www.pluginhuman.com),
with support from the Exertion Games Lab (https://exertiongameslab.org).
TOP-RIGHT: Flex-n-feel uses a pair of gloves to communicate touch. One glove detects the flex of the fingers and sends
this signal as vibration onto the other ©2017 Singhal et al. [161].
BOTTOM-LEFT: Huggy Pajama is a pneumatic vest that communicates touch recorded as pressure on a doll to connect
family members ©2009 Adrian David Cheok, iUniversity, Tokyo, Japan [26].
BOTTOM-RIGHT: Touchomatic is an arcade game requiring players to maintain skin-to-skin contact adjusting their
strength to control an aircraft in the game ©2017 Marshall et al. [115]. .

this openness to relation and corporeal immanent risk” (p.100). Trust
is both a prerequisite for the use of touch in mediated systems,
and a potential outcome. The design of the system must cultivate a
respectful environment facilitating trust and aiming to strike the
balance where the trust is possible, yet still requires a leap (or rather
a step) of faith from the user.

4.8 Provocation: Connecting Through
Challenging Social Discomfort

Theory. Interacting with a stranger can be uncomfortable and peo-
ple ordinarily avoid initiating spontaneous new encounters, despite
research showing that these encounters typically increase happi-
ness [45]. Extraordinary experiences shared with a new person
shift attention away from the discomfort of the new interaction

and support higher closeness of the relationship developed [120].
The famous Capilano Suspension Bridge experiment observed that
anxiety-inducing experiences are associated with increased attrac-
tiveness towards a person encountered in such a context [41], which
could be explained by a misattribution of the cause of the physio-
logical arousal that occurs both in anxiety-inducing experience and
when feeling excited about a new encounter. Uncomfortable and
thrilling interactions shared with another person can strengthen
social bonds [13]. Simply sharing any experience, even a negative
one, provides an opportunity for bonding [11].

Design. Some interactive systems for connection, especially in
the arts, attempt to provoke users to step out of their comfort zone
to form a new connection, typically with a stranger. This can be
done forcefully, as for example in Recoil, a garment containing
powerful magnets that pull you towards a stranger on the street
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Figure 10: Examples of systems illustrating the strategy of provocation and (dis)comfort.
TOP-LEFT: Draw Me Closer is an immersive story where a participant is welcomed by an actress playing
his mother, hugging him and tucking into bed [176] ©2019 Jordan Tannahill, National Theatre and NFB,
https://www.jordantannahill.com.
TOP-RIGHT: Musical Embrace is a game played by coworkers requiring them to hug over a pillow to control virtual
character leading to awkward interactions [126]. ©2014 Exertion Games Lab, exertiongameslab.org
BOTTOM-LEFT: exhale is an installation where participants put on a skirt that measures their breathing. By touching
another’s skirt they can send their breath as an airflow from a small fan under the other person’s skirt blowing onto
their legs ©2006 Thecla Shiphorst [157].
BOTTOM-RIGHT: Mediated Body is a participatory art performance where the performer becomes a human theremin
inviting participants to explore creating sounds by touching his skin. Still from a video by Mads Hobye ©2011 [70].

[121]. However, other systems present an opportunity to normalize
an ordinarily uncomfortable intimate interaction with a stranger
as an invitation, as in the Mediated Body [70]. Here, participants
have agency over whether and how they interact and what kind
of touch they engage in. They are guided by the design of the
sound of the system encouraging a soft and intimate interaction. A
sense of privacy is supported by the headphones used to hear the
soundscape which creates a bubble of intimacy shared between the
participant and the performer. See some examples in Figure 10.

Provocative interactions can push participants towards exploring
something new, forming a connection they would not have formed
if not for the context of an art installation. However, managing an
appropriate level of comfort is critical to ensure that participants
feel safe enough to engage in and accommodate an intimate and

profound encounter. Wilson [185] discusses his experience with the
VR installation DrawMe Closer where he had an intimate encounter
with a character playing his mother sharing heart-breaking news.
Wilson reflects how wearing the VR headset that obscured eye-
contact and his awareness of the artificiality of the experience
allowed him to accommodate this profound and intimate encounter,
which may have otherwise overwhelmed him.

Challenges. Each individual’s comfort level is different and
can be hard to judge in advance. Using provocative approaches
that force intimacy can result in compensations for this increased
intimacy through different means [3], as seen by increased interper-
sonal distance when intimate heartbeat data is shared [79]. Giving
consideration to participant consent is key [13] providing them
with an opportunity to decide when to enter or leave the experience,
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adjusting the level of their engagement to their own comfort level.
This can be achieved by allowing participants to transition from
onlookers to active participants, as exemplified in Body RemiXer
[38] and exhale [156] installations. Yet, the system should nudge
and encourage the participant to take a “leap of faith" and partake
in a potentially uncomfortable experience, with the trust that they
can leave it if they so desire.

4.9 Play: Connecting Through Creating and
Playing Together

Theory. Play is a fun and creative process of exploration, testing,
pushing boundaries and discovery. As children we are pre-occupied
with this open form of encountering the world which is essential
to discovering and learning the constraints and opportunities of
our bodies and environment, and developing social, mental, and
physical skills [21]. Likewise, playfulness in adults is associated
with increased well-being [139]. Playfulness is described as the
center of human sociability, which explains its positive effects on
wellbeing via the social connectedness it fosters [177]. Even solo
play engages sociability [165]. Play also often invokes the tran-
scendent emotion of flow [31] thus having the potential to elicit a
feeling of interconnectedness [189]. However, another key value
of play comes from its power to transform social norms, enabling
social connection that transcends pre-existing boundaries among
strangers [134]. Finally, social play often involves cooperation. Co-
operation by itself also supports social connection through shared
intentionality and coordination [114].

Design. Several of the systems reviewed here aim to support a
playful quality of interaction that aims to facilitate exploratory and
creative informal interactions to enable more intimate connections
than social norms would allow otherwise, as seen inMediated Body,
whispers, and TOUCH*Play. These systems encourage participants
to explore different ways of touching each other’s skin or physically
connecting body parts to manipulate the output of the system serv-
ing as a reward for creative play. Other systems may not seek to
employ play by supporting the playful quality of creative explo-
ration, but rather engage play in a form of challenge-based game
invoking cooperation (e.g. [77, 115, 190]). See some examples in
Figure 11.

Challenges. While cooperation can support social bonds and
feeling of belonging (as in belonging to a team), challenge-based
interaction could result in goal-orientedness that can counter-act
the potential for intimacy and even result in more competitive
quality, especially if groups of participants compete with other
groups (e.g. in Yamove! [77] or SynKin [183]). Such intentionality
could result in an opposite effect, where participants could get
frustrated with each other, feeling like the other is not contributing
enough to their team’s success.

5 DISCUSSION OF GENERAL DESIGN
CONSIDERATIONS AND FUTURE
OPPORTUNITIES

Here, we present a discussion of additional design considerations
that are applicable across the design strategies. These considera-
tions emerged from the literature discussing participants’ experi-
ences and designers’ reflections based on the same corpus as the

previous section. We also propose some possible solutions to iden-
tified challenges and design opportunities for further exploring the
potential of technology to support a genuine feeling of connection.

5.1 Mind(Set) and Setting
The majority of the existing systems have a single mode of inter-
action and usually are reduced to sending a singular message. An
extreme version of this approach is exemplified in Kaye’s et al. [83]
system who showed how intimacy can be communicated in a single
bit. Set and setting are critical for the openness to and interpretation
of the experience, helping participants get into the right “mindset”
conducive for the desired experience. Set and setting are paramount
in psychedelic experiences [65], and also have been adopted for
design of immersive technology for profound emotions [89]. De-
signing for a holistic experience with a compelling narrative arc
and providing an opportunity to relax and reflect, to reconnect
with ones’ somatic experiences can facilitate accommodation and
cultivate connection. An excellent example of a holistic narrative
design is Isness [56]. In this experience, a group of participants is
guided through a multi-stage journey including a preparatory stage
designed to develop trust and prime the experience of connection,
and an integration stage that helps participants accommodate their
experience and return to their senses afterwards.

In considering the setting the level of perceived privacy is also
important. Connection can be achieved in a public setting as well,
but the setting will determine how it will unfold, as public expe-
rience takes on a performative quality [70]. Privacy is especially
important for supporting connection between people who are in
an intimate relationship, especially if the system is not collocated
and partners may not be aware of each other’s context while not
wanting bystanders to witness their intimate messages (e.g. when
one partner is at work or in a public place) [104].

5.2 Finding a Careful Balance Between
Comfort and Discomfort

Experiencing a moment of a genuine connection with another
person relies on affective openness to the closeness of such an ex-
perience, often making us feel vulnerable and exposed. To allow for
such vulnerability, a system should support a sense of safety and
comfort by fostering trust as discussed in the Mind(set) and Setting
section. However, vulnerability may be an integral part of genuine
connection [19]. Overcoming the initial discomfort of getting closer
to someone may be essential to achieving a personally meaningful
outcome. The strategy of provocation, for instance, specifically re-
lies on nudging participants to expose themselves to experiences
beyond their ordinary comfort level. Thus, connection is best facili-
tated at a careful balance between comfort and discomfort, safety
and vulnerability.

An important aspect of designing for such balance is ensuring
participants’ consent to the experience.While in the research setting,
obtaining consent is well-established through rigid procedures, in
public art exhibitions and interactive spaces outside of a research
lab, consent takes a muchmore open and implicit form. For example,
in installation art, examples such as exhale [156], whispers [158]
and Body RemiXer [38] participants can approach the installation
through a gradual transition beginning as onlookers observing how
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Figure 11: Examples of systems illustrating the strategy of play.
TOP-LEFT: In Yamove! players dance together, competing in teams of two. The score is based on synchronizing high
amplitude improvised movements ©2016 Isbister et al. [77].
TOP-RIGHT: SynKin is a game for synchronizing emotions and biosignals. Players score based on the synchrony of their
EDA, ECG, and EEG signals as well as measured emotional states ©2017 Wikstrom et al. [183].
BOTTOM-LEFT: In the Same Boat is a game where two players navigate their boat by synchronizing their breathing,
heartrate, and emotional expressions ©2019 Robinson et al. [149].
BOTTOM-RIGHT: emRoll is a projection-based game where players embody a two-headed character that can only be
moved by coordinating halves of their body. Players complete levels by synchronizing and exhibiting certain emotional
states ©2010 Zangouei et al. [190].

others interact, then stepping into the space of the interaction, and
finally approaching others to connect. Here, participants can also
gradually increase the distance from others to “disconnect” from
the interaction. However, as Benford et al. [13] discuss, full consent
to the degree often sought by research ethics boards might be
unattainable, as participants can never fully predict and understand
in advance what their experience might be like. This is especially
true for VR experiences, where being in the centre of an immersive
experience could feel drastically different from watching someone
else from outside (e.g. [38, 152, 185]). Moreover, the excitement
of the unknown is a desirable aspect of many experiences which
supports the discomfort that must be overcome to have such a
genuine connection. Fully disclosing the experience in advance
would interfere with this critical suspenseful component. Thus, the
experience should offer opportunities to leave, should participants

become uncomfortable (i.e. right to withdraw), and facilitators must
remain attentive to the experience of participants and be prepared
to support them through exiting and unwinding from it, if they are
getting overwhelmed.

5.3 Reciprocity
Self-disclosure fostering connection is best supported by a recipro-
cal interaction, where the person sharing the intimate information
can feel heard and understood [146]. In the absence of reciprocity,
self-disclosure can lead to vulnerability and disappointment. Reci-
procity is an important value to cultivate in designs of systems for
connection, as was considered in Empathy Amulet [20]. However,
the amulet had limited support for reciprocity as the message of
warmth sent through it did not return a response to the sender,
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but rather a response was sent further along to someone else in
the network. Often systems that support sending some affective
messages, e.g. one’s pulse in United Pulse [180] rings orWearBeat
[119], only focus on sending one’s message to the other person,
without specific affordances for acknowledging their receipt. How-
ever, when the message is being sent to a larger audience rather
than an individual, where others could choose to respond, as in
Remote Pulse [111] by Rafael Lozano-Hemmer, the signal itself be-
comes an acknowledgement of receipt and a new message. The
person sharing their heartbeat is aware of the signal’s potential
to propagate to many viewers. In effect, the reciprocation occurs
when participants later see other heartbeats expressed in the sky as
they may feel a connection to this unknown individual, seeing their
own performance from a different perspective. Designers should
consider how their system could support such a positive feedback
loop where a user can not only express themselves, but also feel
like they are being ‘heard’, and that others are also willing to share
back with them.

5.4 Guiding Attention towards Self and Other
A challenge faced by the designers of systems for social connection
is how to guide participants’ attention between their own experi-
ence (inwards), the other’s experience, and their shared experience
(outwards). This tension was articulated by Mentis et al. [116] who
observed that their Lega system designed for affective embodied
communication guided users more towards reflection on their own
experience recorded by the system, and less so towards the affec-
tive experience shared by their partner. Similarly, systems that rely
on visual feedback are often criticized for directing attention out-
ward to a visual representation rather than inward to the embodied
experience. We suggest that design for intercorporeal connection
and engaging different modalities may mitigate this tension. Inter-
corporeal connection, proposed by Merleau-Ponty [117, 172], and
applied to interaction design by Höök [72] and others [46, 140] is an
embodied enactive form of connection where self and other are en-
gaged in a co-present interaction in a closed action-perception loop
situated in the environment. If a system allows for this closed-loop,
a user can experience the other and themselves simultaneously as
the other is mirrored in themselves. For instance, this has been
explored in performing an opera with humans alongside drones
[46].

5.5 Consider Modalities Engaged by the
Experience

Most technology is guided by the visual dominance in the West [75,
128, 141], which likely leads designers to use visuals as the primary
output of connection systems. However, other sensory modalities,
such as tactile and auditory, may allow for a more embodied and
pre-reflexive processing of the signal leading to a more intimate and
intuitive form of interaction rather than a symbolic one. This might
also allow for the visual modality to remain directed towards the
other person being connected with. Many systems resort to using
visual output on displays or on tangible objects in the form of lights,
which was also observed by Lux et al [112]. Vibro-tactile outputs are
also prominent, and while it engages the tactile sense, vibrations
can often be more associated with technology (e.g. your phone

buzzing) than human contact. The promising output of warmth has
only been explored in a very limited sense.

5.6 Consider How to Design for a Diversity of
Relationships

Expectedly, the preexisting relationship between participants has
a significant effect on how they interpret the mediation of their
connection. Thus, unless designers want to restrict the use of their
system, they should consider the possible diversity of engagement
and interpretation. For instance, in the case of close relationships,
biodata could be seen as a personal and affective message that may
be imbued with meaning. On the other hand, it may be considered
trivial and unnecessary, as it might not provide any new informa-
tion. Users in close relationships may even feel that such quantified
mediation interferes with their connection, distracting them from
their intuitive senses. In the case of a distant relationship, such as
co-workers, sharing of biodata may instead feel like ‘oversharing’
and lacking privacy [142]. Meanwhile, for complete strangers, shar-
ing of biodata may gain a different meaning of the shared unity
as a living, breathing beings [73]. Thus, designers should consider
how the signal is being transmitted to ensure it is conveyed in a
way that supports both the potential for rich interpretation, aug-
menting current interaction and connection, while also supporting
anonymity and protecting users’ privacy. Similarly, in the case of
the playfulness strategy, close partners could readily engage in and
may rapidly exhaust the interaction possibilities if they are limited,
while strangers may feel more timid to engage at first, and thus
could benefit from a gradual onboarding and some measures that
provide a sense of safety in the interaction such as obscuring direct
eye contact as in Body RemiXer [38].

5.7 Consider the Situatedness of the
Experience

Experience is always situated in an environment and thus cannot
be considered in isolation. Intercorporeal connection [51] emerges
through co-experience in a shared environment. Designing for in-
tercorporeal connection should consider the environment in which
the user’s experience unfolds. This is naturally achieved in collo-
cated experiences such as Mediated Body [70], or in immersive VR.
But this presents a design challenge for distributed interaction for
non-co-located users. Mentis et al [116] attempted to address it by
attaching messages to a specific physical location in the museum;
however, this resulted in asynchonization of the interaction which
introduced delays in the action-perception loop, as the system only
allowed discrete messages to either be sent or received, but not
co-experienced. One option to explore is retaining the temporality
of the interaction by reconstructing the context in a narrative arc,
e.g. SOUL [130]. The challenge is to give an illusion of simultaneous
interaction. Designers can look to cinema or theatre for strategies
or creating a sense of participatory potential. For example, through
breaking the fourth wall [6] and otherwise acknowledging partici-
pants’ social presence and potential for interaction.

5.8 Double-edged Sword of Belonging
Everything in human psychology is complex and context-dependent.
The self-other dichotomy implies that tightening bonds with an
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in-group could lead to more dissociation and aggression towards
some other group. Oxytocin, the “love hormone”, released during
all types of bonding promotes caring parenting behaviour, trust,
empathy, social intelligence and pro-sociality [10, 153]. However,
it also facilitates aggression and unconscious biases against out-
group members [154]. Empathy is also context-dependent [34] and
it doesn’t always lead to connection and empathic actions as a re-
sult, but can instead create a negative response of avoidance, and
even fear, anger, and aggression when associated with negative
experiences [16]. This stresses the importance of considering the
experience in a larger context, while avoiding falsely striving for a
singular outcome. For instance, participants of the heartbeat bench
voiced concerns over potentially hearing a heartbeat of an elderly
stranger that may be indicative of illness [73].

5.9 Ethics and Care
Careless technology design, even though well-intentioned, can lead
to undesired outcomes [59]. While as designers we can never fully
design the use of our products, as the use will always evolve with
a user [145], we can be diligent in how we approach the design
process. To ensure that we are designing for the future we want to
live in, we must start the design process by reflecting on our core
set of values that will provide the foundation for our design. We
invite designers to consider positive human experience and care
as core values of design practice. We invite researchers to think
beyond user experience, towards human experience at large. This
requires broader consideration of the human condition, beyond
mere enjoyment and usability, but fostering experiential qualities,
such as the genuine feeling of connection and unity. This sense
of unity can extend beyond the human partners to the world at
large, including non-human agents and the environment, espe-
cially through the self-transcendent quality of connection. This
also prompts designers to switch from quantified-self thinking and
to more broadly consider the phenomenology of our experiences
and what qualities emerge from it that we will carry into the rest
of our lives and communities. Additionally, following the proposal
of de la Bellacasa in Matters of Care [141], we encourage designers
to practice care, as an active outlook in our practice that considers
the diversity of who is being touched by our work and how they
are affected by it.

6 CONCLUSION
In this paper we have explored the intuitive and pervasive concept
of the genuine feeling of connection which nonetheless eludes a
clear and simple formal definition. We reviewed an array of exem-
plary systems designed to mediate it to best understand strategies
for fostering genuine social connection. This overview of the design
landscape presents two key contributions to the design field: (1)
a practice-based definition of the term mediated genuine feeling of
connection, and (2) nine design strategies that can inspire, inform,
and enrich our understanding of the potential of technological tools
and interactive technology for affording experiences that can invite
a genuine feeling of connection.

Looking at the systems in our analysis that aim to mediate a gen-
uine feeling of connection, we can augment our definition with an

additional set of experiential qualities that outline potential mean-
ing when we talk about the feeling of genuine connection in medi-
ated systems. These experiential qualities may include reciprocity,
emotional sharing, vulnerability, comfort, bodily mirroring, creative
playfulness, openness, reflection on unity, diminished ego, compassion,
cooperation, warmth, softness, and mutual attention among others.
These qualities can emerge from our mediated interaction, as it is
guided by the strategies that designers intuitively employ to elicit
mediated connection. As such, the nine design strategies identified
here also fill the definition of mediated genuine connection with
content that paints its overall scope. The design artifacts that we
continue to accumulate in our online corpus 2 that we invite others
in the community to contribute to, are themselves the ultimate
particulars (as per Stolterman [168]), or the “facts” that carry the
definition of mediated connection as created in design practice.
As new technology and designs come to mediate our interactions
transforming our cyborg beings, our definition of the experience of
connection will continue to evolve.

We have only begun to scratch the surface of mechanisms un-
derlying these design strategies, design elements that can best
support the necessary qualities of the experience, and the critical
design considerations to focus on when employing these strate-
gies. Each of these strategies deserves its own in-depth exploration
that, in some cases, has been already offered by other authors (e.g.
[48, 62, 88, 126]), and can be further built upon and expanded by the
design community. While we only presented a brief overview of the
design landscape and strategies employed in systems supporting
social connection, this overview presents a potential starting point
for a design program (as defined by Redström [145]) for techno-
logically mediating the genuine feeling of connection experienced
towards specific others, a community, or the world at large.

While dissecting the various types of connection and the ap-
proaches suitable for supporting each of them honours the nuances
of individual designs and contexts, we propose that each of these
strategies can enhance each other. When designing for genuine
connection, we should strive to design for connection at large,
across many interconnected dimensions. We propose that in order
to have a deep and fulfilling connection with another person, we
first need to learn to connect with ourselves, the present moment,
and our rich embodied experience [86]. This can allow us to pay
attention to and nourish our intercorporeal relation with others,
and then we can extend this connection with an individual to the
larger community, shifting in- and out-group boundaries, making
us realize not only that we belong, but that there is much more
that unites us as humans, and as citizens of our planet, than any
arbitrary divisions may suggest. In return, this feeling of oneness,
of global interconnectedness as an inseparable part of the world can
strengthen our connection to others as members of this shared, di-
verse world. Thus, we propose exploring how different approaches
can be combined such that systems for intimate connection with
others also aim to elicit transcendent emotions and serve as extra-
ordinary experiences that strengthen bonds with both strangers
and loved ones.

2http://ispace.iat.sfu.ca/project/design-for-genuine-connection/
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